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MIGUEL ABREU GALLERY

SCOTT LYALL
Scott Lyall combines drawing, painting, sculpture, and found objects into what he describes as a ‘scenography
without actors,’ or ‘plastic supports for an almost clientless sense of design.’ His production revolves around
issues related to sculptural display, the relationships between graphic processes, and the design legacies of
conceptualism.
While Lyall’s earlier work involved installations created from construction and everyday materials such as
particleboard, styrofoam, and other ephemeral fragments, his recent practice is predominantly comprised of
graphic assemblages and printouts produced without direct mediation of an image. Referencing Bruno Latour,
the artist describes his Nudes and EVEs series as “design all the way down,” a statement that resonates with
Mark Rothko’s use of pigmented gessoes to achieve what he called “color all the way down.”
Originating from the basic and most abstract unit of the digital realm—the single color pixel—the pale hues of
Lyall’s color wave paintings and stickers are formed through a method of mathematical interpolation that
generates a unique and potentially infinite bitstream. The resulting information is sent directly to the print
heads, which apply sheer layers of ink such that the gradient color-deposits are mixed directly on the substrate.
The immediate relationship between the numerical formula and the printer is akin to a “fauve" effect of
releasing color from the received image. Embodying a movement from pure quantity—a digital field of
dispersions and exchange—to form, these works are inherently split objects that exist first immaterially, and
materially in the last instance. They address the informational fetish of recent art and the dissolution of visible
signs.
The Nudes stand slightly detached from the wall, affixed to hand-painted monochrome MDF panels of
corresponding dimensions, which are in turn attached to the wall directly – digital dust on canvas, one might
say, over compressed and solidified wood powder. The pieces combine ink and its erasure in canvases subjected
to multiple passes through a UV-based printer. The result is a subtle residual ‘tan’ that suggests an index of rays
‘beyond color’ that affect the tonal assemblage. Lyall describes the EVE vinyl adhesive sheets as ‘thin reliefs,’
and relates the printed posters to a generalized artistic space between painted, sculptural, and architectural
forms. A glued sticker on one side of the panel and a spray of cartridge inks on the other establish a relationship
between plastic and graphic determinations of the print. The interaction of the surfaces of the ultrathin pasteup and the façade of a smooth wall creates an implication of depth. Because of the use of non-archival inks in
the instance of the adhesive sheets, each printout will eventually fade to white, thus merging with and
disappearing into the wall that houses it. In this sense, these works exist beyond the traditional confines of the
wall and architecture more generally. A further constitutive feature of the file is its capacity to circulate
electronically freely around the globe and beyond before the moment of incarnation. The owners of unique
bitstreams are then entrusted to printout new iterations of the color fields at will. This is painting engaging the
digital realm and pushing it to the limit of its material and conceptual possibilities by reducing it to a sequence
of three discrete and subjective gestures: 1. The random selection of an entry point among the 284 million color
options. 2. The algorithmic unleashing of the infinite expansion of the file. 3. The final decision to cut the color
progression in a particular place, that is finding the edges of the gradient before outputting its content onto a
chosen substrate. As such, the painting object is suspended until the last impulse of incarnation.
In line with the dehierarchization proposed by monochrome painting in the 1950s, Lyall considers his work to
be a function of its interaction with the surrounding space. The environment provides a space of aleatory, open
representation, which might be captured by Cage’s description of Rauschenberg's White Paintings as “airports
for the lights, shadows, and particles." To the most limited form of commercially printed material, Lyall adds
the speculative image of mental projection without an end. The works become advertisements for this ‘grey
matter.’ In Lyall’s words, “It will be whatever reality does not prevent it from becoming….”
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Scott Lyall (b. 1964, Toronto) lives and works in Toronto and New York. He earned his MFA from the California Institute of
the Art in 1993. Solo and two-person exhibitions include Superstar at Miguel Abreu Gallery (2019), Susan Hobbs Gallery,
Toronto (2018), DRAGONS at Campoli Presti, London (2017), Dragons. SLStudio.clone 1/2/1 – SLStudio.clone
1/10/1 at Campoli Presti, Paris (2017), Black Glass at Miguel Abreu Gallery (2015), οἴνοπα πόντον [Winedark Sea]
at Campoli Presti, London (2014), Indiscretion at Miguel Abreu Gallery (2013), Hasta Manaña at Greene Naftali (2011),
An Immigrant Affection at Miguel Abreu Gallery (2010), The Color Ball at The Power Plant in Toronto (2008), the
little contemporaries at SculptureCenter (2007), and an eponymous exhibition at Greene Naftali (1996), among others. In
2012, he participated in Anti-Establishment, curated by Johanna Burton, at the CCS Bard Hessel Museum. Previously
Lyall’s work was included in group shows internationally such as Living in a Lightbulb, curated by Jenny Jaskey and Mia
Locks at Tanya Bonakdar Gallery, New York and Los Angeles (2019); Ballistic Poetry, Hermès Foundation, Brussels (2016);
Schnitte im Raum, Museum Morsbroich, Leverkusen (2011); Tentation d’Hazard, The Montreal Biennial (2011); New
York to London and Back: The Medium of Contingency, Thomas Dane Gallery, London (2011); Collatéral, Le Confort
Moderne, Poitiers (2009); The Lining of Forgetting, curated by Xandra Eden, Austin Museum of Art, Weatherspoon Art
Museum; and SITE Santa Fe, 7th International Biennial (2008). Lyall’s work is in the collections of the Albright-Knox Art
Gallery, Buffalo, NY; the National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa, Canada; and the Whitney Museum of American Art, New York.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Exhibition:

Scott Lyall
Black Glass

Location:

88 Eldridge Street, 4th floor

Dates:

September 12 – October 25, 2015

Reception:

Saturday, September 12, 6 – 8PM

Miguel Abreu Gallery is pleased to announce the opening, on Saturday, September 12th, of Black Glass, Scott Lyall’s
fourth solo exhibition at the gallery. The show will be on view at our 88 Eldridge Street location.
In the myth of Daedalus, all things veer from the straight line. Daedalus is an inventor. He conjures statues that seem
alive, military robots to guard Crete, and ancient genetic engineering enabling the birth of the Minotaur—for whom he
builds the labyrinth, and from which via another apparatus he escapes. Daedalus the inventor is said to have conceived of
sails made of canvas, glue, and joined corners. Now imagine Daedalus as a photographer/painter who has tired of the
routines of image production,

…the predictable use of light to fix the ‘subject’ or whatever other objects were before him. Imagine that (this
photographer/painter) was crazy enough to want to fix the light as light. If so, this would not be the light
from distant stars, but a light without stars, without source no matter how distant or hidden, a light
inaccessible to the camera. Should the photographer abandon his technique and find another? Or should he
generalize his technique across the forms of the darkroom, the white cube, and the camera obscura in order to
proliferate the angles, the frames, the perspectives, the openings and shutters used to capture (or perhaps to
seduce) the light itself? (Francois Laruelle, The Concept of Non-Photography).
In Scott Lyall’s collection of Black Glass works, ink-infused glue is injected between two identical panes of ‘museum
glass’ to stain and enclose the interior. Then, a thick layer of ink is applied to the back, to render the front of the glass
surface a black mirror. Finally, a layer of pale, sheer color is printed onto the outward facing surface of the mirror. This
has the value of a thin, textured veil. The mirror’s reflectance is canceled by this veil, while the color is overwhelmed and
absorbed by the darkness. The ‘image’ is thus reduced to a grain-like texture. The latter can be compared to both the
halides in a photograph and the glazing layers used in a traditional oil painting. Light haunts this image, but no
refractions or shadows can be seen.
The pixel is given to a process that depends on its material, rather than representational, value: some light passes
through the veil of ink because its sheerness acts as a partial filter. The light that ‘makes it through’ is then reflected in
the mirror and returned in the direction of the surface of the glass. But only some reflection passes outward through the
surface. The same outer surface that functioned as a filter again filters the reflectance as it returns to the world. This is a
real, material capture of energy, and not a picturization of color-and-light effects. A decomposing remainder of electron
particles bounces back and forth between the panes of glass, in perpetuity.
Because of its capture and canceling of light, the diagrammatic arrangement of these Black Glass works seems to bring to
mind an entirely unexpected entity. Never at rest and relentless, this entity is related to a technical economy of images
based on constant navigation and processing speed. The work must literally keep on working (filtering, refracting,
trapping, and absorbing the light) to maintain its negentropic hold.
88 Eldridge Street / 36 Orchard Street, New York, NY 10002 • 212.995.1774
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The color that eclipses both photography and painting has emerged from the adventure of a different kind of
night: a night without days, a real depth of concealment. It’s a night that is enfolded in compression and
collapse. And it attracts light—captures it, consumes it, seduces it—as if the light were lured toward its
surfaces like a moth. The colors we call ‘pixels’ are just as eternal. They are not the different colors of the
perishable body. They come when they are called, and neither die nor survive (Lyall, citing A.N. Whitehead, in
a note).
The suspended particle energy in the interior of the Glass meets a perceptual situation whose content relies on a question
of methodological proof—we are literally called into perception via the canceled mirror. Our image’s redaction has
appeared as a prerequisite of the particle turmoil that continues in the Glass; and it is only because of the veil’s
cancellation of the mirror that we see this space of turmoil as potential and nothing else. If, as Bruno Latour suggests,
our current era is characterized by the abolition of the material support of the image, then Black Glass functions
paradoxically to materialize this estrangement by rendering the condition of digital transference sensible, and more
importantly, in constant process. Our new habit of navigating back and forth through datascapes without stopping at
either end point (neither origin nor terminus) is effectively ‘mirrored’ in the depthless Black Glass, not as image but as
darkness … oddly sensuously revealed.
In addition to a slide projection piece by Christine Davis, the Black Glass is accompanied by a set of images that ‘reflect
on’ its shifting and developing themes. Among these are three small nanofoil etchings which capture probe images of
redshift light—ghosts from the edges of our expanding universe that testify to a heaven just about to disappear.

Scott Lyall was born in Toronto in 1964, and currently lives and works in Toronto and New York. He earned his MFA
from the California Institute of the Arts in 1993. His solo and two-person exhibitions include Totality (Phantom Eclipse)
at Susan Hobbs, Toronto, οἴνοπα πόντον [Winedark Sea] at Campoli Presti, London (2014), Indiscretion at Miguel
Abreu Gallery (2013), The Color Ball at The Power Plant in Toronto (2008), An Immigrant Affection at Miguel Abreu
Gallery (2010), the little contemporaries at Sculpture Center (2007), among others. In 2012, he participated in AntiEstablishment, curated by Johanna Burton, at the CCS Bard Hessel Museum. Previously Lyall’s work was included in
group shows internationally such as Schnitte im Raum, Museum Morsbroich, Leverkusen (2011); Tentation d’Hazard,
The Montreal Biennial (2011); New York to London and Back: The Medium of Contingency, Thomas Dane Gallery,
London (2011); Collatéral, Le Confort Moderne, Poitiers (2009); The Lining of Forgetting, curated by Xandra Eden,
Austin Museum of Art, Weatherspoon Art Museum; and SITE Santa Fe, 7th International Biennial (2008).

For more information or for visuals, please contact the gallery:
Miguel Abreu Gallery
88 Eldridge Street (between Hester & Grand) / 36 Orchard Street (between Canal & Hester)
New York, NY 10002
Telephone 212.995.1774 • Fax 646.688.2302 • post@miguelabreugallery.com
Hours: Wednesday – Sunday, 10:30AM to 6:30PM and by appointment
Subway: F to East Broadway; B, D to Grand Street; J, M, Z to Delancey / Essex Street

Andrew Kachel, “Scott Lyall,” Critics’ Picks, Artforum.com, September 2015
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Light is a fundamental agent in Scott Lyall’s output, acting as
both material and subject matter. The series “Black Glass,”
2014–15, includes twelve nearly seamless monochrome
panels, each measuring some sixty-seven by forty-seven
inches. The somber works are composed of pairs of glass
panes, which Lyall has adhered with an ink-infused glue. They
are coated with thick black ink on the reverse of the back pane
and printed with a color gradient of diaphanous ink on the
surface. These treatments ignite a reaction that recalls
photographic development (some ambient light passes through
the front pane, reflects off the back, and meets the front surface
again). Lyall’s conceptual project is trapped between these
panes: The light that comes back through the glass is neither
reproduction, reflection, or representation, but material
reaction.
Lyall’s process-oriented work functions as a compelling
analogy for the material agency of images. By engaging light as
both a subject and active medium, he points to otherwiseimperceptible aspects of image production—namely, the
movement of light and its particle decomposition. It’s striking
that this trick is deployed through works that are so serene and
seductive, with surfaces so slick and seemingly empty. But this
dissonance between elaborate theoretical demonstration and
polished art object seems integral to Lyall’s practice.

Scott Lyall, Black Glass (
),
2015, UV-cured ink print on ink-infused
laminated glass, wood frame, 67 7/8 x 47 3/8".

— Andrew Kachel
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miguel abreu gallery
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Exhibition:

Scott Lyall, Indiscretion

Dates:

March 7 – April 21, 2013

Reception:

Thursday, March 7, 6 – 8PM

Miguel Abreu Gallery is pleased to announce the opening , on Thursday March 7th, of Indiscretion, Scott Lyall’s
third one-person exhibition at the gallery. For the show, the artist will present a sequence of six new paintings
along with three almost-black works on laminated glass.
Lyall’s paintings, which are in fact digital prints on stretched canvas, are mounted on monochrome backings
that frame them, double them, and space them in relation to their environments. As color field images – or the
lack of such images – the paintings are generated using an iteratively mechanical strategy that resolves a triple
demand for negation, schema, and repetition. The viewer is confronted with a continuous and joyfully
predictable pictorial surface of totally rendered difference. Lyall begins a work by selecting a single pixel, an
invisible quantified ‘color’ within a digital color model. From this initial decision and definition of primary
color emerges a self-generating, potentially infinite sequence of transformations: the color is wound around
the virtual curvature of a void. This vertiginously repeatable formula results in iridescent and impersonal visual
atmospheres, where no two points are quantitatively equal, but where the magnitude of their relationships
remains constantly equivalent. At face value, the paintings appear like sheer almost-monochromes made from
digital dust, while being predicated exactly in the opposite reality of the polychrome. By contrast, the glass
works, although made by an identical print technique, commit the layers of ink to the opacity of a glaze – the
absorptive, 80% black sheet backing. These differential treatments of identical file material, which immerse
the expressive artist in the technical support or apparatus, imagine a common interface of remarkably lucid
lack.
‘The first paintings that cannot be misunderstood’, wrote Ad Reinhardt about his late work. But as it turned out,
Reinhardt’s insistence on negation, schematization, and repetition has never ceased to augur
misunderstandings. Like his predecessor, Lyall accepts and even proposes that his work be conventionally
recognized as abstract painting, that is that it exists as a signifying and signified part of a specific culture at a
particular historical moment – ours. However, his infinitesimal and quasi-random choices of generative color
pixels might point to a limit reached in the digital age. It is as if Lyall’s paintings depict a lack in their
environments, a pure particle that, to echo the famous words of Mallarmé, is missing from every volume, every
empty sample of air. At the same time, his monochrome backings – made of cemented wooden powder, or
MDF – are reminders that the tasks of separation and negation also signal an inevitable differential
affirmation. Reinhardt was either too early or too late for most historians. Lyall, in repeating him, is alwaysalready there and done. The artist’s iterative painting resembles neither a critique of authorship (as was implicit
in Conceptual art’s ‘instructional’ production, or in the image appropriations of the Pictures generation), nor a
romanticism of the ‘ghost-in-the-machine’ sensibility that has been heralded as the Pop intersection of
painting and printers. His stance implies, rather, a program of refusal against the torrent of digital images that
flood the world today. This subject would not be offered as the significance of anything, but it is opened to a
poetics of its decision-based refusal. The object here, further, is pure discretion itself, the form in which
compression can allow for absolute mobility.
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Thus, if Reinhardt offers a kind of model for these paintings, it is because he points to the doubly negated
subject of their form: a subject at once expressed against the legacies of abstraction, but also, avant la lettre,
against the dispersed contemporary scene. The surfaces of Lyall’s paintings and their almost-black
counterparts, onto which any meaning at all could be projected – any misunderstanding whatever, any
indiscretion you like – are backed and back away from their contemporary environments by the simple
affirmation of their commonly absent ground. The works’ effect is a style in painting that produces a register in
which it is impossible to see the end – cessation, or motive – of art at all.
For more information or for visuals, please contact the gallery:
Miguel Abreu Gallery
36 Orchard Street (between Canal & Hester), New York, NY 10002
Telephone 212.995.1774 • Fax 646.688.2302 • post@miguelabreugallery.com
Hours: Wednesday – Sunday, 11 to 6:30PM or by appointment
Subway: F to East Broadway; B, D to Grand Street; J, M, Z to Delancey / Essex Street

MIGUEL ABREU GALLERY

SCOTT LYALL
Eve and Non-Color
Each of the Eves or Non-Color pieces are initiated with the selection of a single color pixel - the basic unit
of the digital realm - to which Lyall applies an algorithm that generates an infinite sequence of pixels.
That bitstream, or wave of color is specific and unique, that is determined by the initial choice. In other
words, each work looks more or less the same, tends towards white, but is markedly different. And of
course, an infinite number of works can be produced from this basic procedure that stages a kind of
dialectic between randomness and infinity.
The Non-Color paintings are also printouts, but they are produced on a flatbed printer that separates in
three distinct passes color, grayscale, and transparency. Those 3 values are all selected between 0 and
1% of their respective spectrum. This results in a direct interpellation of the printer without the
production and mediation of a screen image. In a sense, the immediate relation between the numerical
formula and the printer, is akin to a "fauve" effect.
The second act consists of selecting the printout size for the "infinite" file - a standard paper size in the
current case. And finally, a wall area must be chosen upon which to permanently adhere the Eve. One
could say that the Eves and Non-Color paintings are works that exist "beyond" the traditional confines of
the wall. In the last instance, however, their active adherence to a selected wall space becomes absolute
and final - for that particular incarnation of the file...
The owner of a specific Eve - of a particular bitstream - is entitled to produce new printouts at his or her
discretion.
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Scott Lyall
nudes
Lyall’s title, nudes, can be interpreted as a charm. (Charme in French: incantation, intonation; a key search.) But
the title is also given as an image under erasure, according to a formula that recurs in written thought: ‘since a
word is inaccurate, it must be crossed out. Since some word is necessary, the chosen word remains legible.’
(Heidegger). The nudes are graphic assemblages combining ink and its erasure in multiple passes of canvas
through a UV-based printer. Lyall’s procedure sequences ink in sheer layers of application so that the gradient
color-deposits are mixed directly onto the field. There is no graphic image that pre-exists this on a screen because
the color information is sent directly to the print heads. At stake is a movement from pure quantity to the figure
without the mediation of an ‘image’ from the regime of graphic design. Each nude becomes an expression of
almost negative saturation, undecidable between the veiling and laying bare of what is seen.
An interesting occurrence apropos of the UV printer is that each nude attains a warm and very subtle residual tan.
(This effect is the result of long exposures from multiple passes.) There is therefore an index of rays ‘beyond color’
that affect the tonal assemblage by subtly calibrating the whole. You would think that UV exposure would only
bleach these sheets of color. But in fact it works to fix them. It sears them in and cures the tone. The result is neither
perception, pure and simple, nor an image. Lyall sees these special effects as the nude’s emergent quality, a kind of
sacrifice of abstraction and mechano-graphic (conceptual) thought.
***
‘Paul Valéry spent his mornings writing thoughts about mathematics. He said he earned the right to be stupid –intuitive, moved—
the rest of the day. I will say: the difference between mathematics and emotion, between an empty symbolic quantity and a
meaningful plastic art– between a figure in circulation and the self who must have summoned it— is discharge, sprays of fog, the
sublimation of ink itself.’ (-S. Lyall)
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PRESS%RELEASE%
%
SCOTT%LYALL%%
nudes&3&%
15%October%–%17%December%2011%%
Campoli%Presti,%London%%
%
Campoli(Presti%is%pleased%to%present%nudes%3%by%Scott%Lyall.%This%will%be%the%artist’s%second%solo%
show%in%London,%and%his%fourth%exhibition%with%the%gallery.%
%
Lyall’s%title,%nudes,%can%be%interpreted%as%a%charm.%(Charme%in%French:%incantation,%intonation;%a%
key%search.)%But%the%title%is%also%given%as%an%image%under%erasure,%according%to%a%formula%that%
recurs%in%written%thought:%‘since%a%word%is%inaccurate,%it%must%be%crossed%out.%Since%some%word%is%
necessary,%the%chosen%word%remains%legible.’%(Heidegger).%The%nudes%are%graphic%assemblages%
combining%ink%and%its%erasure%in%multiple%passes%of%canvas%through%a%UVXbased%printer.%Lyall’s%
procedure%sequences%ink%in%sheer%layers%of%application%so%that%the%gradient%colorXdeposits%are%
mixed%directly%onto%the%field.%There%is%no%graphic%image%that%preXexists%this%on%a%screen%because%
the%color%information%is%sent%directly%to%the%print%heads.%At%stake%is%a%movement%from%pure%
quantity%to%the%figure%without%the%mediation%of%an%‘image’%from%the%regime%of%graphic%design.%
Each%nude%becomes%an%expression%of%almost%negative%saturation,%undecidable%between%the%
veiling%and%laying%bare%of%what%is%seen.%
%
An%interesting%occurrence%apropos%of%the%UV%printer%is%that%each%nude%attains%a%warm%and%very%
subtle%residual%tan.%(This%effect%is%the%result%of%long%exposures%from%multiple%passes.)%There%is%
therefore%an%index%of%rays%‘beyond%color’%that%affect%the%tonal%assemblage%by%subtly%calibrating%
the%whole.%You%would%think%that%UV%exposure%would%only%bleach%these%sheets%of%color.%But%in%
fact%it%works%to%fix%them.%It%sears%them%in%and%cures%the%tone.%The%result%is%neither%perception,%
pure%and%simple,%nor%an%image.%Lyall%sees%these%special%effects%as%the%nude’s%emergent%quality,%a%
kind%of%sacrifice%of%abstraction%and%mechanoXgraphic%(conceptual)%thought.%
***%
%
‘Paul&Valéry&spent&his&mornings&writing&thoughts&about&mathematics.&He&said&he&earned&the&right&
to&be&stupid&–intuitive,&moved—the&rest&of&the&day.&I&will&say:&the&difference&between&
mathematics&and&emotion,&between&an&empty&symbolic&quantity&and&a&meaningful&plastic&art–&
between&a&figure&in&circulation&and&the&self&who&must&have&summoned&it—&is&discharge,&sprays&of&
fog,&the&sublimation&of&ink&itself.’%(XS.%Lyall)%%
%
Scott%Lyall%was%born%in%Canada,%and%works%in%New%York%and%Toronto.%Recent%exhibitions%of%the%
nudes%and%related%works%include%Sutton%Lane%(Paris),%Klosterfelde%(Berlin),%Greene%Naftali%(New%
York),%Miguel%Abreu%Gallery%(New%York),%Galerie%Christian%Nagel%(Brussels%Project%Space),%and%the%
Montreal%Biennial.%Other%exhibitions%include%The%Color%Ball%(solo%exhibition%at%The%Power%Plant,%
Toronto)%and%the%7th%Santa%Fe%Biennial.%Lyall’s%work%will%next%appear%as%part%of%Art%Nova%
(Art|Basel|%Miami%Beach%with%Campoli%Presti),%and%in%a%solo%exhibition%at%Silver%Flag%(Montreal).%%
%
For%further%information%or%images%please%contact%Cora%Muennich%cora@campolipresti.com.%
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Scott Lyall: In-Between Times
SUSAN HOBBS GALLERY, TORONTO MAR 25 TO MAY 8 2010

“Scott Lyall: Early Video” 2010 Installation view Courtesy the artist and Susan Hobbs Gallery /
photo Toni Hafkenscheid

In recent years, Toronto artist Scott Lyall has garnered much critical attention. Using
everyday materials such as particleboard, polystyrene, cotton fabric and cardboard,
Lyall’s work has consistently challenged ideas about sculpture, its space and the formal
workings of the culture industry at large. Lyall’s 2008 exhibition at the Power Plant in
Toronto, titled “The Color Ball”—a single installation resembling an entertainment venue
or stage set, as seen before or after a fete of some kind—hovered between the mutually
exclusive conventions of graphic imagery and set design, replete with ambiguity and
allusion. Lyall’s sense of materiality and understanding of space resonates through his
current solo exhibition at Susan Hobbs Gallery in Toronto. Sharing themes with his
recent exhibition at Le Commissariat in Paris earlier this year, “Scott Lyall: Early Video”
features a set of pictorial works comprising print graphics, photographs, painting and
exhibition décor. Although seemingly diverse, the elements in the exhibition share
underlying procedures of design and are simultaneously abstract and intimate, theatrical
and genuine, succinct and convoluted. As always, Lyall aims not just to turn heads, but
turn minds. (137 Tecumseth St, Toronto ON)

“Scott Lyall: Early Video” 2010 Installation view

Scott Lyall [EVE 03072010_14351648] 2010
Courtesy the artist and Susan Hobbs Gallery / photo Toni Hafkenscheid
www.susanhobbs.com
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The Lining of Forgetting
Austin Museum of Art
Through August 9
by Claire Ruud

Louise Bourgeois
Ode à L’Oubli, 2004 (detail – page 4)
Fabric and color lithograph book, thirty‐six pages
10.75 x 13.25 x 2 inches
Collection of the artist; courtesy Cheim & Read, New York
Photo: Christopher Burke.

Rachel Whiteread, Surface, 2005
Full image credit in slide show

When Rachel Whiteread first exhibited her white plaster casts of cardboard boxes in
New York, Ken Johnson called the show “underwhelming.” Right now, Surface
(2005), stacks of Whiteread’s boxes resting under and on top of a white laminate
table, are smartly installed in a remote corner of the Austin Museum of Art as part of
the exhibition The Lining of Forgetting. Recently, I expressed appreciation for the
ghostly white boxes to a curator, and in response, she echoed Johnson’s opinion, “I
love Rachel Whiteread, but frankly, this work is insignificant.” Underwhelming,
insignificant… in other words, forgettable? Fitting, then, in a show about memory.
In the exhibition catalogue, curator Xandra Eden argues for the contemporary
relevance of memory through a discussion of the effects of modern technologies and
artificial memory. These technologies remember for us, making it more convenient
for us to forget; vast sums of information stored in on our personal electronic
devices make it possible to find forgotten details at the speed of our internet
connection. By contrast, the most affecting works in The Lining of Forgetting are
those that slow this process down and ask us to relocate memory within our minds,
hearts and bodies.
Whiteread’s boxes, of a type and scale to which I can relate, do just that. Like the
boxes in my grandmother’s attic, or the ones containing all the novels I read years
ago but can’t stand to part with. Literal and metaphorical boxes in our lives contain
all kinds of memories and the emotions that go with them.

Like Whiteread’s boxes, Louise Bourgeois’s Ode á L’Oubli (Ode to Forgetfulness,
2004), a book based on fragments of old linens and clothing that the artist has
collected over time, is about affect—not only thinking backward, but also feeling
backward. The book evokes a family album or a patchwork quilt. The pages (which
may be buttoned into the cover and spine, but were individually framed for the
exhibition) recall motifs from Bourgeois’s oeuvre, while the fabrics typify the colors
and patterns of domestic textiles from decades gone by. The book may evoke our
collective memories of Bourgeois’s career as an artist, but her own personal
memories of a private life seem buried deep within its pages, too.
The family album appears again in the work of Cody Trepte, Photo Album (2006–7),
two shelves of black books, each filled with page upon page of zeros and ones. On
the front of each book, a small placard bares a concise text describing a family
photograph, most often of Cody and his twin sister Cami as children. The numbers
inside express the photo in binary code—pages and pages of information
impenetrable to the human eye. The books are literally heavy with this information;
it’s as if the thicker the book, the more weighty the memory.
The photo albums of my childhood are bulky physical objects, polaroids and
snapshots pressed onto thick, sticky cardboard, now browning with age. Today, my
photo albums are virtual; I store them on my hard drive, and I flip through the
albums of my friends with the click of a mouse on Flickr and Facebook. Trepte’s
Album translates the concrete photos of his childhood into the virtual language of
our computers, but invests these zeros and ones with physical substance by printing
them line by line, page by page, in thick volumes. Whiteread’s Surface and
Bourgeois’s Ode work similarly. These works weigh the difference between the
surface of a memory—a description, an image, a symbol—and the emotional
content it holds. Among others, Emma Kay’s Shakespeare from Memory (1998),
Scott Lyall’s the little contemporaries (2007), Dinh Q. Lê’s Untitled (From Vietnam
to Hollywood) (2003) and Mungo Thomson’s The American Desert (for Chuck
Jones) (2002) stand out for their contemplative rhythm and wistfulness. A few
works in the exhibition translate the mechanics and theories of memory too
literally, but more often, The Lining of Forgetting effectively ponders the affective
substance of memories through physicality, duration and meditative repetition.
Claire Ruud is Editor of ...might be good and Associate Coordinator of testsite.
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[A] note Duchamp wrote in his
journal made an impression.
‘Marcel,’ it said, ‘no more painting.
Get a job.’ My whole project at
art school was to quit the job
and make a painting. So, just as
Duchamp never did anything
that really counts as a job, I never
made anything that properly
qualifies as a painting.

FOCUS:

SCOTT LYALL
by Jennifer Matotek

Toronto artist Scott Lyall’s abstract installations initially appear difficult to penetrate. Though immersive
and sensually appealing, they all result from an enormous amount of research and rigorous thought
whose subtleties take patience to unravel. But viewers who are willing to relish both the work’s aesthetics and grapple with its dazzlingly cerebral production process are rewarded with the pleasure of
unlocking Lyall’s richly layered discourses and clever
allusions. Although the artist appears somewhat
fancy free in the configuration of his art—an empty
champagne bottle here, a piece of coloured cardboard there—the oblique concepts behind his exhibitions implore our consideration, and are anything but
hastily conceived and assembled.
So in 2007, when The Power Plant’s Director, Gregory Burke, invited Lyall—who was in the midst of a
hectic schedule of exhibitions in Europe and the
US—to participate in the SITE Santa Fe Seventh International Biennial and then follow up with a commission and solo show at The Power Plant, the artist’s
excitement was tinged with pragmatism and a touch
of panic: “My first thought,” he says, “was that the
timeline would be tight. I have to carefully compress
my thoughts if they’re going to be a platform for performing the more spontaneous parts of my work.”
Lyall hadn’t always envisioned an artistic career.
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After completing a degree in commerce at Queen’s
University, he studied law and obtained an LL.B from
the University of Toronto. Just one year later, he
began his MFA at the California Institute of the Arts.
Why the seemingly drastic shift? “When I was working toward law I assumed that art could be a sideline.
I’d be a fan or a collector,” he says. “Maybe sometime
I’d also participate, like as a board member at The
Power Plant.” He adds, “I don’t really know how my
interest in making art grew. There was nothing about
law or finance that was negative for me. In some ways,”
he laughs, “making art is a lot like corporate law.”
When Lyall began his MFA, his lack of studio art
training was partly compensated for by his grounding
in economic and critical theory. “Law was very much
about the materials, defining them carefully, and constructing things.” Working under Michael Asher at
CalArts attracted him to institutional critique, but he
was not always satisfied with the highly analytical
results. While most of his classmates already had a
concrete fabrication practice, and saw their time at
graduate school as an opportunity to think more
deeply about cultural meaning, Lyall faced the opposite problem: “I had nothing I knew how to make, so
my problem at CalArts was that I needed some kind
of production. I had to start to make things against a
backdrop of excess of words and critique. I am really

and very severely anti-conceptual in that regard.”
Once he had identified his central concerns—production and the conditions of its display—Lyall then tackled his next conundrum: understanding where ‘productivity’ might actually lie. “Computer-aided design
was a way to disestablish conceptualism without falling into a fantasy with traditional studio objects.”
Lyall recalls: “At the beginning, a note Duchamp
wrote in his journal made an impression. It said: ‘Marcel, no more painting. Get a job.’ My whole project at
art school was to quit the job and make a painting.
So, just as Duchamp didn’t ever do anything that
really counts as a job, I never made anything that
properly qualifies as a painting.”
After spending time in California, Lyall lived for five
years in New York, followed by a year-long studio residency at Delfina in London. During these years as an
emerging artist, Lyall was judicious about which exhibitions he participated in, only accepting invitations
that enabled him to develop in specific ways. His
practice didn’t enable him to “mail out studio work in
editions,” he says. “I wanted a closer form of engagement with the exhibition’s context.”
When Lyall moved back to Toronto in 2000, the
adjustment was challenging in some ways. “A different selection of material—intellectual and otherwise—was dominant here compared to California or

New York. That made it difficult to fit in,” he says, “not
impossible, and not socially, but hard to communicate with people. I still think it’s amazing how these
things change from country to country.” Between
2001 and 2006 he steadily gained recognition in
Toronto, through solo exhibitions at Susan Hobbs
Gallery and the Art Gallery of York University, though
most of his exhibitions happened abroad, in cities like
Los Angeles and New York.
Lyall’s connection to the New York art world
remains strong. In 2006 he joined Miguel Abreu Gallery
(Abreu is himself a CalArts graduate) on New York’s
Lower East Side. The gallery’s location, amongst
other conceptually driven artist-directed commercial
galleries like Reena Spaulings Fine Art and Canada,
strongly resonates with him. “Just like everybody, I’m
stuck with the people I came up with from art school,”
he smiles. Recent collaborations with Blake Rayne
and the choreographer Maria Hassabi bear this out,
as well as work completed with Rachel Harrison, a
friend from his first days in New York.
In his recent with The Power Plant, Lyall’s work
has shifted in new directions. His SITE Santa Fe
installation, titled anatmospheric perspective, santa
fe, necessitated a completely different approach. A
temporary piece created over a period of days, it
involved placing a pixelated, semi-opaque surface

over a mural produced by a crew of local volunteer
painters. The painters drew inspiration from Depression-era murals, the Berlin Wall, 1980s ‘bad painting’
and references to their own work. “The SITE Biennial
was about encouraging people to react to a situation.
It had a strange mixture of openness and precise
structural limitations. It wasn’t an opportunity for me
to accumulate a bank of associative material.” Constructed predominantly by other people, anatmospheric perspective, santa fe enabled Lyall to act as a
director, relating to other people’s desires. This made
for a work that couldn’t easily be reproduced at The
Power Plant. “I didn’t want the two shows to look
sequential, like one commented on the other,” he
says.
‘The Color Ball,’ Lyall’s fall 2008 exhibition at The
Power Plant, took its imaginative dimensions from
institutional charity galas like the gallery’s own
annual fundraiser, Power Ball. The installation features Lyall’s first consideration of party event lighting
as a staging device refocused as a primary artistic
element. This would seem to place the work in the
areas of social critique and what Lyall terms “relationism,” but the artist speaks only about his excitement at the phrase ‘death takes a holiday’: “I am
thinking about how death might attend this very
beautiful party, in a mansion in Long Island, and look

like Brad Pitt or whatever. I’m very interested to think
that something would come to visit from a great distance, and make such a great effort to fit in and really
experience the surroundings. You realize an obligation to notice what’s good in your own world.” Films
like Meet Joe Black, Dogville and Wings of Desire support these references. And a live performance by Ei
Arakawa within the exhibition space over the closing
weekend will surely make manifest many of the
themes embedded in the work. But then, says Lyall, “I
hope people forego the invitation to simply read the
art show. If you look at something and don’t know
what it adds up to, then just stay with it for a while. If
art can be a sensuous thing, then its place is always a
holiday from a dead world.”
Jennifer Matotek is Assistant Curator of Exhibitions
at The Power Plant.

Scott Lyall, anatmospheric perspective, santa fe (detail), 2008,
photo by Paul Kyle.
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Artists make their mark, then erase it
After Santa Fe exhibit closes, no physical trace will remain of 18 works
Jun 22, 2008
PETER GODDARD

VISUAL ARTS COLUMNIST

Santa Fe, N.M.–Most of the talk around here is about water, except around
downtown near Site Santa Fe where the talk is about art.
At this point, cautiously good news can be found on both fronts what with tourist
already arriving en masse. The capacity of the two municipal reservoirs, always a
concern going into any summer, is around 95 per cent, says Victor Archuleta, the
chief water official.
Site Santa Fe's Seventh International Biennial is off to an energizing opening,
according to Lance Fung, its chief curator. "Lucky Number Seven," its title, may be
just that. But the good art vibe could dry up like water in this desert town when
people show up over the following months to take in an exhibition before it's
cannibalized, as Fung puts it, to return it "back to the raw material that it was."
Like any international, multi-billion-dollar business, art is hugely eco-sensitive now.
Site Santa Fe showed a certain genius in selecting Fung to run the show designed
not to leaving any physical trace of the 18 site-specific pieces following its Oct. 26
finale. "Process, experimentation and collaboration" is Fung's mantra, not collecting
stuff, however expensive.
To this end, Fung partnered with 18 international art centres, such as Toronto's
Power Plant, whose mandate is not to collect work but to foster its creation. The 25
artists selected, including Scott Lyall from Toronto, are known for the temporary
nature of their work.
"Hey, this is even more about nothing than Seinfeld," I was thinking driving north
through aboriginal land from Albuquerque. Yet something didn't compute. Jerry's
"nothing" made him rich. And didn't I read on the flight in from Toronto that Damien
Hirst, the British art star, may be worth $1 billion, from all the hugely expensive and
very tangible pieces he's been churning out along with his bevy of assistants? Susan
Hobbs, Lyall's Toronto dealer in Santa Fe to watch her prodigy, says she's being
inundated with calls about his work.
In order to sort through the contradictions apparent, I began a diary, keeping in
mind something Lyall wrote about his own huge wall work tucked into a plywood
labyrinthine carved into Site Santa Fe itself by New York architects Tod Williams and
Billie Tsien.
Like any other art institution, a biennial is a "medium" to make art. "But I mean
`medium' in the way Marshall McLuhan used this term," the artist writes, "as both a
social metaphor and as a faculty that aims to realize latent potentials."

Wednesday: Nothing is finished. It feels like a summer art camp for international
students who are still drilling, hammering and joking as they've been doing for the
past few weeks. As compact as a jockey, Fung thinks like a social worker. "Not to
worry," he says. Collaboration is his thing. His family wanted him to become a
doctor, he had such good people skills. A part-time job in New York's art world led
him to meet Nam June Paik, the late video artist, and to absorb the ideas associated
with the Fluxus collective, crucial in furthering the idea of art as performance.
Yoko Ono, a Fluxus member, was one of the artists Fung included in his reputationmaking "Snow Show" in 2004 in Finnish Lapland, where impermanent ice structures
were allowed to melt over time. Fung has fashioned a solid career out of the
ephemeral.
One thing is mostly finished, though: the reconfigured Site Santa Fe interior, by
Williams and Tsien (other contributors of "Snow Show") along with Santa Fe architect
Greg Allegretti. A mazelike series of ramps, sharp corners, rooms that function like
halls and halls turned into gallery space, the all-white interior often absorbs what it
holds – such as Lyall's mural anatmospheric perspective (2008) which almost
disappears into the interior wall given over to it – or excessively challenges what it
displays with noticeable hostility.
Story Line (2008) by the remarkable Morse family of New Mexican artists – Nora, her
daughter Eliza and her niece, Rose – snakes through the Site's new, oppressive and
manipulating architecture as if it didn't exist. Made from a mélange of hard-scrabble
local materials, including clay, wattle and willows, the reddish-brown length grows
out of a fecal-like pool that seems to have splashed particles on the pristine gallery
wall.
"Finally," I found myself thinking, "something subversive."
Thursday: It's press preview day hosted by ... Canada? Yes, there's Alain Dudoit,
Consul General of Canada for the "southwest of the United States," as he explains,
welcoming a moderate crowd. The 25 biennial artists come from 16 countries, but
Canada was invited to host "because we asked them," says one biennial organizer
matter-of-factly.
Turning around, I bump into Judy Chicago, the famous feminist artist who lives two
hours south of here. Besides writing about the biennial, she's also in town for her
photographer husband Donald Woodman's new show, "The Selling of the West" at
the Zane Bennet gallery. It's one of dozens of openings, small and large, hoping to
cash in on the publicity generated by the biennial. Art Santa Fe, the international art
fair on at El Museo Cultural July 10 to 13 will include Lausberg Contemporary, a
Toronto gallery.
Friday: Back to Site Santa Fe before heading out to work placed around the city and
deep in the hills. The most unambiguous connection to Santa Fe itself comes with
The Fourth Ladder, (2008), the interactive video mural from the veteran Milan-based
collective Studio Azzuro.
With the title coming from the Hopi belief in mankind's evolution from one world to
the next, The Fourth Ladder shows a long line of Santa Fe locals who, when their
image is touched by a visitor, stop to explain something of themselves.

Then there's Bulgarian performance artist Luchezar Boyadjiev's "art squad," local
students like Benji Geary hired to infiltrate visitors groups and later display what
they hear. I can't wait to see what comes out of tonight's, posh party for Site Santa
Fe's deep pocket supporters.
Saturday: The biennial resonates the most – with Fung's mandate and with Santa Fe
itself – with its many site-specific installations, such as Japanese artist Hiroshi Fuji's
Kaeru (2008), the plastic water bottle sculpture leading to the Santa Fe Opera.
On my way back to the airport in Albuquerque, I make a point of heading north of
Santa Fe to Museum Hill to see Martí Anson's Flour Factory (2008), a scaled-down
replica of an old flour mill threatened with destruction in the Spanish artist's
hometown, Barcelona.
Once the biennial is over, Anson says, maybe Santa Fe can use the building "for any
function other than being an art work."
Peter Goddard, the Toronto Star's visual arts columnist, can be reached by email at
pgoddard@thestar.ca
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Learn about A Chorus Line and obtain advanced tickets by contacting the official 2006 revival website /
www.achorusline.com

“Traditions are beautiful—but to create them—not to follow.”
—Franz Marc, motto of the ‘Société Anonyme’
______________________________________________
Opening on Sunday, September 10th, Miguel Abreu Gallery is pleased to present ‘a dancer dances,’ an exhibition by
Scott Lyall.
‘a dancer dances’ is a fragment from the musical ‘A Chorus Line.’ The full line invokes God as well as a demand and a
compulsion.
“God, I’m a dance / a dancer dances.”
We hear these words very early in the opening ensemble number, when the themes and the diagetic space of the
story are established. The show presents an audition of 32 young dancers, each competing for one of 16 places in a
musical production. There is nothing that determines for us the subject of this musical, its songs or its dance style,
its narrative thrust or headline stars. It’s as if the event of the spectacle were still a determining horizon, neither
realized on the stage nor strictly absent or virtual. ‘A Chorus Line’ is devoted to the symbolic understanding that
works of art are in progress: the real show is still ‘coming.’

‘A Chorus Line’ concludes with a famous and spectacular finale: the house goes dark, a curtain drops, separating the
backstage from the performance space; the lights come up and the line of 16 selected dancers enters. 16 have made it,
2 subsets of 8, men and women. They have escaped from backstage, from the cycle of hopes and disappointments,
but they are regulated and made anonymous by the sameness of their costume. They now install themselves—they
are incorporated—on the stage as a ‘company.’ If this finale can stand in as the conclusion of the scenic arts in
general—the end of painting, as Fried had worried, just as much as the conquest of serious theatre by the spectacle
—this idea is composed at least provisionally by remembering how ‘conclusion’ was once defined in Harold Bloom’s
notion of critical lateness. A conclusion is the emergence—beyond the periphery of any artwork—of an incapacity
in the audience to provide further faithful interpretations. Or else, a conclusion is something like a perspective
shift in the audience that cannot be anticipated or captured by the space of the artwork. (To be from Canada, which
is to say to be from anywhere in global culture, Lyall has said, is to approach all of modernism from this condition
of lateness.) This proposes a certain crisis: the ‘not-enough’ of every spectacle, and then the temptation of
escalation, the global demand for a ‘Gesamtkunstwerk.’ (Today, super-curators are charged with including all of
the dancers, promoting a cycle of obsolescence and the permanent injunction of innovation.)
But if so, and if ‘A Chorus Line’ concludes the modern scene in general, Lyall proposes that the ‘Société Anonyme,’
Duchamp and Dreier’s artist-made collection and exhibition program, is the point of this scene’s first appearance for
New York. The ‘Société’ is another situation based on incorporation by selection, with its 1920 inaugural exhibition
consisting of 16 emerging art works. Coincidentally, like ‘A Chorus Line,’ this show is subject to a revival. ‘A Chorus
Line’ re-opens on Broadway on September 18th, and the inaugural ‘Société’ exhibition is replicated in a touring
show currently on display at the Hammer Museum in Los Angeles. Lyall has positioned the modern scenic arts
between these speculative brackets in order to emphasize his position on the side of their conclusion. We inhabit
the space of a global audience of spectacular culture ‘in revival,’ with no direct access to the scenes as they were
composed or intended. We inhabit, more specifically, an information-driven art world. This suggests there is no way
to read a modernist work directly, and that such work provides no horizon to a contemporary decision-maker. Lyall’s
conclusion means, however, that the dream of autonomy in modern art has been achieved. That art is fully and
finally alienated from other objects. But instead of sublime presence, autonomy has become permanent historical
obsolescence, or it is assigned to the ‘sensational’ figures of global celebrity culture.
The current show is composed by a set of 16 different elements, of various materials and styles, capable of various
identifications and relations. Each is discrete, but in some cases the outer edges might seem fuzzy. A framed drawing
is more obviously a discrete thing than a title. A scatter of particles is more vague than a concrete wooden platform.
There are also, though, some groupings that seem to relate as in series. The 16 elements for the show derive from
4 general procedures, or 4 general orientations to the production of the show’s subject. There is symbolic manipulation of senseless information data, concrete production of programmed space, the selection of junk elements for
abstraction, and a performance-like improvisation with found and ephemeral elements.
Although each element in the show has a production history of its own, and could be used to tell its own little
stories of formation, the show itself does not organize them according to the themes of these stories. They are
organized by the trial of their displayed incorporation. It’s not a case of going backstage for local stories as in ‘A
Chorus Line.’ That appeal to the stabilizing comfort of individual narratives is not the supplement that sustains the
critical void the artist encounters. Things have crossed the velvet curtain to function for an uncertain public. And for
this reason, Lyall is committed to having one of the functions of exhibition be the occlusion of each element by the
display of incorporation. An exhibition should damage the individual meanings of all its objects in favor of the
collective effect of a set and its anonymous presence. One should not recognize the subject that is framed by these
objects. The set should simply function. As Lyall says, ‘a dancer dances.’

Half of the elements come from existing and unrelated work from the studio—a mini retrospective!—while the
others were made especially for this show. Besides this division, half the elements support a symbolic (organizational) subject, while the others support the appearance of a performative subject. One perspective looks backward
at patterns that arise in discrete works; yet another attempts to assemble a scenic order for these relations. But all
are halved, which is to say there is a hashing of the apple. Each is a half cut by halves, only partially successful in its
processes. There are formal relations, color and line, sensuous moments and opacities, appeals to the body and to
vistas, domestic moments or consumer displays. There is also the arcanity of thwarted cultural references, dialectics
of attention and distraction, and some limited entertainment. And if so, there is also an ephemeral matrix that
structures everything—and an object-relation on the verge of coming together, or else collapsing.
The subject of all this is like an audience for a dancer, shifting perspectives and scanning for patterns and references
in subtly choreographed movements. This subject moves the viewer’s thought, as well as the eye and the body,
through the incompossiblility of its devices, partial scenes and relations. Because this subject is submitted to the
alienation/completion of its references, it is not decidable, Lyall always says, between the corporate collection and
the landfill. ‘a dancer dances’ is finally associated with the oscillation implied here. No dancer ever actually dances
in a realized musical production. A dancer dancing is just the multiple of everything inapparent in scenic spectacles.
A dancer dancing is an eternity lost ‘inside’ its scenic fragments, a kind of senseless supernumary whose destiny is
not-to-be, …a-d-d-ed.
For more information or for visuals, please contact the gallery at 212.995.1774 or info@miguelabreugallery.com.
Gallery hours: Wednesday – Sunday, 11:00 AM to 6:30 PM
______________
1
Hash is here a mathematical slang for the cutting and scrambling of blocks of information.
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36 Orchard Street, New York, NY 10002 212.995.1774 fax 646.688.2302
www.miguelabreugallery.com
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Scott Lyall, self abuse, self critique, self defense: ode to shame, 2001
color photograph

SCOTT LYALL: SUSAN HOBBS GALLERY, TORONTO
For almost a decade, Scott Lyall’s work has steadfastly resisted coherent,
analytical description and mechanical consumption. This resistance is
partly due to his habit of periodically and speculatively shifting between a
remarkably wide range of media and representational devices. The artist’s
most recent solo exhibition represented yet another shift in practice—in
this case from installation art toward work that is exclusively pictorial and
computer-generated.
Fifteen photo-printed images (all works from ‘01) reference the
unpredictable movements of the formless wax within a lava lamp. Each
work contains an array of curved line segments—arranged using stock
tools and brushes on the desktop—that is unrepeatable because of their
random and unique origins. The viewer, however, would be better off
unaware of the images‚ wax association, which, as an interpretive key,
inhibits the opportunity to ruminate about their other myriad connotations.
The most successful works are larger (47 by 43 inches) and have greater
visual complexity, combining a central, but not centered, ovoid motif with
multi-hued layers of sinuous stripes and lines arranged on top of each
other, often in a seemingly haphazard manner. The stripes tend to
encircle the ovoid shape, but frequently pause, stutter, and shift direction
before resuming their orbits. The thinner lines follow a less circular path,
becoming arabesque doodles that roam more freely than the gravitational
stripes.
Lyall’s extensive pictorial vocabulary yields surprisingly expressive
painterly effects. In only the beat of a tiring drum, the predominating red
central form resembles a hastily-applied graffiti tag, but its ephemeral
nature is balanced by its absolutely flat and hard-edged execution. In
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self-abuse . . . , the emphatic outline of the large ovoid mingles with the
pixelated, ghostly haze that surrounds it; the haze and partial background
shading lend a remarkably atmospheric feel to a composition which
tentatively suggests a cosmological context. In celebration . . . , a light blue
cloud serves as a backdrop for a typically Canadian motif—the backs of
three deep-red maple leaves, rendered schematically with black veins.
The leaves appear to float above a palimpsest of striped bands and thinner
lines, which chart many trajectories of the “lava,” or perhaps a missile, or
anything else that comes to mind.
Rather than just an exercise in programming skill, Lyall’s imagery can and
should be read as valuable attempts to explore a complicated site of
dialogue between user and computer—a place that is not merely about
the exchange of data, but that is prone to the sort of speculative
thought-process and expressive possibilities that cannot be readily
commodified.
Dan Adler
Brooklyn, New York
2002
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